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F5 Announces General Availability of 
NGINXaaS for Azure
Jan 30, 2023 10:00 AM

Developers can now achieve consistency in performance and security across their portfolio of on-
prem and Azure cloud apps

SEATTLE--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- F5 (NASDAQ: FFIV) today announced the general availability 
of F5 NGINXaaS for Azure, an integrated solution co-developed by F5 and Microsoft that 
empowers enterprises to deliver secure, high-performance applications in the cloud.

NGINXaaS for Azure empowers application developers to deliver consistent, secure, and high-
performing apps conveniently purchased through the Azure Marketplace and deployed with just a 
few clicks in the Azure Portal. With NGINXaaS for Azure, customers can seamlessly bring their 
existing NGINX configurations into the Azure cloud, enabling multi-cloud and hybrid solutions 
with their NGINX load balancer.

NGINXaaS for Azure helps enterprises:

Ensure end-to-end security by employing the same trusted load balancing solution across the 
entire estate of applications, both on premises and in the cloud, while also improving the 
health and security of the code base.
Deploy advanced traffic management such as JWT authentication and active health checks 
including built-in integrations with Azure Key Vault for SSL/TLS certificate management.
Migrate applications from on premises to the cloud by bringing existing NGINX 
configurations via CI/CD pipeline hooks for NGINX configurations stored in GitHub 
repositories or Azure DevOps.
Leverage the flexibility and power of Azure to conveniently view all applications in one place 
and efficiently manage certificates across the enterprise.
Enjoy a consistent experience across all other services used on Azure in a centralized location 
through deep integration with Azure components and the same look-and-feel.

First released in public preview in May 2022, this new generally available release has added 
enhanced capabilities based on customer feedback, including:

Content caching to speed delivery to clients while also reducing the workload on servers.
Rate limiting for protection of upstream web and application servers.
The ability to set up metrics-based alerts for proactive monitoring.
Availability in additional Azure regions and zones for improved performance and security for 
business-critical workloads.

In addition, NGINXaaS for Azure offers a flexible consumption option allowing customers to 
address usage needs more easily and only pay for what they need. This flexibility provides an 
integrated user experience through the Azure Portal with pay-as-you-go, annual, and multiyear 
contracts via private offers that provide customers with specific subscription terms based on their 
use case.

https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nginx.com%2Fproducts%2Fnginx%2Fnginxaas-for-azure%2F&esheet=53292772&newsitemid=20230130005093&lan=en-US&anchor=F5+NGINXaaS+for+Azure&index=1&md5=345881c99e2bcbcab8ee0e37ec00d6d2
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“We have learned so much from our customers in public preview thus far and are thrilled to have 
integrated more powerful NGINX features into the Azure ecosystem,” said Rob Whiteley, Vice 
President and General Manager of NGINX at F5. “Together, Microsoft and F5 NGINX are 
simplifying the deployment and management of applications in complex hybrid environments by 
enabling developers and cloud teams to optimize performance and deliver consistent security for 
distributed applications on a global scale.”

“The ability to get up and running on any project in a matter of minutes with a fully configured, 
secure, cloud-hosted environment empowers teams to achieve organizational goals faster,” said 
Julia Liuson, President of Microsoft's Developer Division (DevDiv). “Our collaboration with F5 is 
making it easier for application developers, IT operators, and service operation teams to respond 
more quickly to their customers by providing NGINX networking capabilities integrated into 
Microsoft Azure.”

Additional Resources

Simplify and Accelerate Cloud Migrations with NGINXaaS for Azure
F5 Unveils NGINX for Microsoft Azure to Deliver Secure, High-Performance Applications 
for the Azure Ecosystem
Azure Marketplace Listing

About F5

F5 is a multi-cloud application services and security company committed to bringing a better digital 
world to life. F5 partners with the world’s largest, most advanced organizations to secure and 
optimize apps and APIs anywhere—on premises, in the cloud, or at the edge. F5 enables 
organizations to provide exceptional, secure digital experiences for their customers and 
continuously stay ahead of threats. For more information, go to f5.com. (NASDAQ: FFIV)

You can also follow @F5 on Twitter or visit us on LinkedIn and Facebook to learn about F5, its 
partners, and technologies.

F5 is a trademark, service mark, or tradename of F5, Inc., in the U.S. and other countries. All other 
product and company names herein may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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